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ABSTRACT 
Extended-to-the-limit sparse root-free factorization procedures are introduced for 
solving large sparse symmetric structured linear systems of algebraic equations, which 
are derived from the finite-difference discretization of self-adjoint elliptic PDEs in 
three space dimensions. Theoretical results on the rate of convergence of relevant 
approximate matrix-factorization semidirect methods for three space variables are also 
presented. 
1. IhTRODUCTION 
In this article we introduce extended-tethe-limit (EL) sparse root-free 
factorization solution methods for large sparse linear systems &I = s derived 
from the finite-difference (FD) discretization of self-adjoint elliptic PDEs in 
three space variables. The coefficient matrix is firstly shown to be factorized 
exactly (the “limit” case) into triangular systems [i.e. Q = LDLT, where 52 is a 
large sparse symmetric sevendiagonal n X n matrix, D is a diagonal matrix, 
L is a lower triangular matrix retaining m - 1 and p - 1 outermost offdiago- 
nal entries in semibandwidths m and p respectively (cf. Section 2), and LT 
denotes the transpose of L] from which a direct method of solution can be 
obtained. In addition, an approximate factorization of the form G! = L,D,LT, 
where L, and D, are appropriate sparse factors of L and D respectively, is 
shown to yield iterative procedures for the FD solution, which can be 
obtained as the limit of a convergent sequence of vectors {u i + 1 } generated 
by implicit iterative schemes, e.g. 
L,D,LT(u~+~ - ui) = airi, i 2 0, (1.1) 
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where ri = s - Ou i, i > 0, and ei is a preconditioned sequence of acceleration 
parameters. Acceleration procedures such as the Chebychev semiiterative 
method or the conjugate-gradient method can be used for choosing the 
parameters ei in order to increase the convergence rate of (1.1). 
The object of this study is to present sufficient theoretical and practical 
details for the implementation of new approximate root-free factorization 
algorithms and relate the rate of convergence of relevant preconditioned 
semidirect methods to the amount of “fill-in.” The latter objective is accom- 
plished by deriving new estimates of the computational work required by 
these implicit iterative schemes for solving efficiently 3D elliptic boundary- 
value problems. Approximate factorization algorithms are in general tediously 
complicated, especially in the three-dimensional case. However, as the de- 
mand for solving 3D elliptic boundary-value problems grows, the need to use 
efficient 3D sparse-linear-equation solvers involving approximate factorization 
becomes one of great importance. It should be also noted that an important 
feature of the derived approximate root-free factorization algorithms is the 
provision of both direct and iterative methods for solving elliptic difference 
equations in three space variables, with an additional facility, i.e. the choice of 
the fill-in parameters, by which the best method for a given problem can be 
selected. 
2. EXTENDED-TO-THE-LIMIT SPARSE ROOT-FREE 
FACTORIZATION PROCEDURES 
In this section we present both exact and approximate root-free Choleski 
factorization procedures (i.e. the EGRFC sparse factorization methods) for 
solving large sparse symmetric structured linear systems of algebraic equa- 
tions, which are derived from the FD discretization of self-adjoint PDEs in 
three space dimensions, by use of a matrix “bordering” technique [8]. Since 
the former factorization method can be considered a limit case of the latter, as 
is shown in this section, the approximate LDLT factorization procedure is 
only described here. 
Let us consider a class of problems defined by the self-adjoint elliptic PDE 
x = (xi, ~a, x3) E D c R3, (2.1) 
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where cj(x), j E [l, N], are strictly negative functions, and dj(x) are all 
strictly positive or all strictly negative in the interior of an orthogonal 
parallelepiped domain D defined by 
subject to the general boundary conditions 
.u(x)+B; = y, XEdD, (2.lb) 
where cx, p are positive, piecewise continuous on 8D (the exterior boundary 
of D), and 5 denotes the direction of the outward normal. The solution U(x) 
is also continuous and has continuous partial derivatives of second order inD. 
If a volumetric network of mesh spacings hi, h,, h, in the Xi, X2, X, 
directions respectively, viz. 
D,= {(ihl,jh2,kh3):0 <i<p,o<j<m,Odc<v}, (2.lc) 
is superimposed over the region D, assuming that a columnwise ordering is 
considered and u(ih,, jh,, kh,) = u(x,, x2, x,), the following linear seven- 
point FD equations at the point (i, j, k) = (ih,, jh,, kh,) can be obtained: 
where all the coefficients of (2.2) are positive and satisfy the inequality 
for all i, j, k (with equality at the interior point if P = 0). Any term involving 
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any of ui f i, j, k, ui, j + i, ,., ui, j, k + 1 which is a boundary value is transported to 
the right hand side and added to h’Q(ih,, jh,, kh,) (assuming that h = h, = 
h, = h3) to form si, j,k. When the FD equation (2.2) is applied at each regular 
mesh point, a set of n simultaneous, inhomogeneous linear difference equa- 
tions is formed, which can be expressed in matrix form as 
ihl=s, (2.3) 
where u consists of the unknown approximate solution ui, i, k, s consists of the 
known quantities si, j, k, and Cl is a large sparse real n x n matrix of 
semibandwidths m and p, with mh, = g,,,, p = (m - l)(p - 1) + 1 (where p 
is the number of mesh subdivisions in the X,-direction, i.e. ph, = x,,,) and 
n = (m - l)(p - l)(v - 1) (where v is the number of mesh subdivisions in the 
X,-direction, i.e. vh, = 2 ,,,). The coefficient matrix fJ is a sevendiagonal 
matrix with the main diagonals bi, i E [l, n]; f 1 diagonals a i, i E [ 1, n - 11; 
+(m - 1) diagonals ci, i E [l, n - m + 11; and &(p - 1) diagonals z?~, i E 
[l, n - p + 11, where up~m-l~ = 0 if p E [l,(p - l)(v - 1) - 11, and with the 
following properties: symmetric, positive definite, diagonally dominant, irre- 
ducible, and with positive diagonal elements and nonpositive off-diagonal 
elements. Further, the matrix 52 can be suitably partitioned into 2 X 2 block 
matrix form, where Qi,, a,,, Qy,, and Q2,, are submatrices of order (p - 1) X 
(~-l),(p-l)x(n-p+l),(n-p+l)~(p-l),and(n-p+l)~(n-p 
+ 1) respectively. An approximate factorization method then can be obtained 
by considering the simple replacement of the coefficient matrix 52 by a matrix 
Q + l? such that 
Q + I? = L,D,LT, (2.4) 
where L, is a sparse strictly lower triangular matrix and D, is a diagonal 
matrix. Obviously, there are a large number of such matrices I? where the 
matrix Q + I? can be factored as in (2.4), leading to “easily” solvable systems 
(L,D,LT)u = s. In the following, we shall attempt to outline a strategy 
whereby L, and D, are easily determined and the approximate factorization 
(2.4) can be made as accurate as we require by an appropriate choice of the 
“fill-in” parameters ri and ra. 
We define the matrices L, with main diagonal 1 and - 1 diagonal gi, 
i E [l, 12 - 11; for I = l(l)r, the - (m - I) diagonals have zero entries above 
row m and hl,,-,+l below row m - 1; for I= l(l)r, the - (p - 1) diagonals 
have zero entries above row p and ti, n_-p+ 1 below row p - 1. The fill-in 
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parameters ri, rZ and structure of LT are as follows: 
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0 
(2.4a) 
Similarly, L, can be partitioned into 2 X 2 block matrix form with L,, of 
order (p - l)x(p - l), L,,= 0, and L,, and L,, of order (n - p +1)X 
(p - 1) and (R - p + 1)’ respectively. Further, 0, is defined to be a diagonal 
matrix diag(d,,...,d,,), which is partitioned into D,,, Dzz, where D,, = 
diag(d,,...,d,_, ) and Dzz= diag(d,,..., d,). It should be noted that if the 
ri = m - 1 and r, = p - 1 outermost off-diagonal entries have been retained in 
L,, then L, = L and D, = D (the “limit” case), where L is a strictly lower 
triangular matrix retaining the m - 1 and p - 1 outermost off-diagonal entries 
and D = diag(d” i, . . . , a,). The coefficient matrix L? is then factorized exactly, 
i.e. 
L? = LDLT, 
to yield a direct algorithmic procedure (the 
solution. In this case from the definitions of 
identities: 
(2.5) 
RFCSD algorithm) for the FD 
fYl and L we have the following 
fill= LllDllGl~ f42 = LllDllLL (2.6) 
42 = bPllGl~ %2 = ~lPllLT2 + ~224.2G2. (2.7) 
Since the exact factorization can be obtained from its approximate coun- 
terpart when ri -+ m - 1 and r, + p - 1 [i.e. L, ‘L = I + O(E) and Drp ‘D = Z 
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+ O(Z) with Z + 0, 1, next the approximate root-free Choleski factorization 
procedure (henceforth called the ARFCSD algorithm) is given in the follow- 
ing compact algorithmic form: 
p=n-m+l, (2.8) 
if rz>p--m+l then p=p-m, (2.9) 
d,=b,, g, = add,, (2.10) 
for i=2,3,...,m-2 
d, = bi - d,_,gf-,, gi = ai/di, (2.11) 
d,-, = b,,-, - L,gL (2.12) 
For j = 1,2,. . . , p, we have 
h,,j = cj/diT g,+j-z =am+j-l/dm+j-2y (2.13) 
whilst for j < rl - 1 
hi,j= -di+j-zgi+j-zhi-l,j/di+j-~ for i=2,3 ,..., rl-j+l. 
(2.14) 
Then, for j > 1 and rl > 1, 
1 i-l 
hiyj= di+j_l 
-di+j-zgi+jp!~hi~l,j- C dk+j~lhk,jhk~i+r,+l,i+j-r,-l 
k=l 
(2.15) 
for either 
i=(r,-j+2),(r,-j+3),...,r1 andall j<r, 
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or 
Then, for i = rl, 
i=2,3,...,r, and j > rl. 
d m+jpl =b~+j-~-d~+j~lg~+j_l-‘d~+j~~gi+j~lh~,j- i: dk+j~lh~,j. 
k=l 
(2.16) 
For j=1,2 ,..., n-p+l, 
g,+jpz= ap+j-2 /dp+j-2; (2.17) 
if j<r,-1, 
ti,j= -di+j~2gi+j~2ti-l,j/di+j-l for i=2,3,...,r,+l-j; 
(2.18) 
if j=l and i=p-m+l 
‘i+j-I 
ti2 j + ti, j + di+j_l ’ (2.19) 
If j > p - 2 or i >, p - j + 1 then 
1 i&l 
ti,j’ di+j_l 
-di+j~2gi+jp2tiGl,j- c dk+j-ltk,jtk-i+r,+l,i+j-r,-l ; 
k=l I 
(2.20) 
if i=p--m+l, 
(2.21) 
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else 
if i < rl + 1 then 
1 i-l 
ti3j’ di+j_l 
-di+j_zgi+j_zti_l,j- C d t h k+j-1 k,j k-i+r,+l,i+jpr,pl ) 
k=l 
(2.22) 
else 
-d,+j-zgi+j_zti_I,j 
- k$ld 
kit+]-n-1 k.i+j-r,-ltk+i-r,-1.j h ; 
(2.23) 
if i=p--m+l 
'icj-1 
ti3i-) ti3j+ diij_, (2.24) 
for either 
i = 2,3 ,..., rz andall j > rl 
or 
i=(r1-j+t),(r1-j+3),...,r2 and j=~r,. 
Then, for i = r,, 
d,+j~~=h,+j~I-2di+j~Igi+j-Iti,j-di+j-lg~+j-l 
- 5 dk+j-ltt,j- 5 dk+j-lh2k,j+p-m. (2.25) 
k=l k=l 
An approximate solution of the linear system (2.1) can then be obtained 
from (L,D,LT)u = s, and by setting LTu = y the problem reduces to solving 
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L,D,y = s, i.e. 
Si-di-lgt-lYipl 
Yi = 
di 
for i=2,3 ,..., m-l, (2.26) 
for i=m,m+l,..., p-l, (2.27) 
and 
i-p+rz 
- c dktk-t+p,i-p+lYk 
k=ibp+l 
for i=p,p+l,..., n. (2.28) 
The final solution is then obtained from a back-substitution process given by 
u, = Y, (2.29) 
and 
4 (5 
ui=Yi-giUi+l- C hi-k+m,k-m+lUk- C ti-k+p k-p+lUk 
k=a k=ij ’ 
for i=n-l,..., 1, (2.30) 
where the quantities fi, Lj, p, 9 can be obtained from those given in [lo]. The 
memory requirement for the ARFCSD algorithm is 2 (ri + r, + 5)n 
words, while the number of multiplicative operations required is 
-(r,2+raa+8ra+7)n. 
It should be mentioned that if oi = 0, i E [l, n - p + 11, or ci = 0, 
i E [l, n - m + 11, the algorithm reduces to the ARFC algorithm [6] (or to the 
RFC algorithm [6] if the m - 1 or p - 1 outermost off-diagonal entries have 
been retained in L,) for solving symmetric pentadiagonal systems of semi- 
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bandwidths m or p respectively, which are encountered in discretizing 
self-adjoint elliptic PDEs in two-dimensional regular regions. Furthermore, if 
vi = 0, i E [l, n - p + 11, and ci = 0, i E [l, n - m + 11, the derived algorithm 
reduces to a well-known algorithm [17] for solving tridiagonal linear systems, 
which are usually encountered in solving one-space variable boundary-value 
problems. It should be also noted here that the use of a three-parameter set 
(ri, r,, ra) (or a multiparameter set) of fill-in parameters in the approximate 
factorization (2.4), where the matrix L, for - (m - Z*) diagonals with 
I* = l(l)r, has zero entries above row m and hlr,,_,+r below m - 1 (i.e., 
instead of using just one subdiagonal gi, we now use r, diagonals in a 
submatrix gi,j = (L,)i,j, i E [l, n - 11, j E [l, r,] of L, with r, E [l, r*), 
where r* = max{ ri, rs} for small values of ri, rs), leads to a more accurate 
factorization than (2.4). Consequently, EL sparse factorization methods incor- 
porating such parameter sets can be efficiently used for the iterative solution 
of the implicit semidirect methods (1.1). However, since the complexity of the 
calculations involved grows as the number of fill-in terms increases (e.g. for 
the three-parameter case r0 + ri + rs outermost off-diagonal entries are re- 
tained in the lower triangular factor) and the use of a more accurate 
factorization is not always necessary in the iterative solution, the choice of the 
twoparameter form (rr, rs) in the approximate factorization (2.4) in conjunc- 
tion with the minimization of fill-in parameters rr, rs fully compensates for the 
advantages of using such multiparameter approximate factorization methods. 
An important feature of EL sparse root-free factorization procedures is the 
provision of both direct (i.e. the RFC3D algorithm) and iterative (i.e. the 
ARFCSD algorithm) methods for solving large linear FD systems with an 
additional facility, i.e. the choice of the fill-in parameters, by which the best 
method for a given problem can be selected. The convergence analysis of 
approximate LU-factorization semidirect methods for twospace variable- 
boundary-value problems has been presented in [12]. In the forthcoming 
presentation we generalize and extend these techniques to three-dimensional 
boundary-value problems by establishing rates of convergence of the ap- 
proximate matrix-factorization semidirect methods for three-space variables 
based on the derived factorization procedure of Section 2. 
3. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 
In this section the rate of convergence of the approximate matrix-fac- 
torization semidirect methods (1.1) is established, and estimates of the com- 
putational work of these implicit iterative schemes are given for proper values 
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of a sequence of parameters lyi, assuming that the coefficient matrix Q is 
positive definite. A similar approach for twospace variable problems has been 
given by DuPont et al. [3] (with the fill-in parameter r chosen to be r = 1) and 
Lipitakis et al. [12] (with r E [l, m - 13, using the concept of EL spare 
factorization techniques [ 111). A simple form of approximate factorization, 
viz. the case r = 1 for the five-point difference scheme, has also been 
employed by Axelsson [l] in his generalized SSOR method, and an attempt 
has been made by Bracha and Saylor [2] to derive (for the same case) 
a posteriori estimates for the extreme eigenvalues of the iteration matrix that 
are computed during the computation of the sparse factors. Various methods 
for the construction of matrices CI + l? [cf. (2.4)], pertaining to the so-called 
factorization methods (i.e., the sparse factor L, has nonzero entries in certain 
positions chosen in advance), have been recently presented in the literature 
[4,5,7,13,14]. In our presentation the asymptotic number of iterations and 
estimated work required for the convergence of the implicit iterative methods 
(1.1) are shown to be dependent upon the fill-in parameters of the sparse 
factor L, and mesh size h under consideration. New improved bounds for the 
L,-norm of the preconditioning matrix ( L,DrLT)P ‘G? over those presented in 
[3,7,12] are derived, and more accurate estimates for the computational work 
required to reduce the L,-norm of the error by a specified factor are obtained. 
Let us consider the implicit iterative scheme 
L,D,LT(ui+, - ui) = ori, i > 0, (3.1) 
where (Y is a constant acceleration parameter, and let us denote by H, and H,” 
the iteration matrices of the iterative schemes (3.1) and (1.1) respectively, i.e. 
H,=Z-a\I: and H,Y= n (Z-aj’Pr), 
i=O 
(34 
where 
‘k, = (L,D,LT) - lLDLT. (3.3) 
Let A j(\k,), j E [l, n], be the eigenvalues of \k,, where X,i,,(‘k,) = Xi(\k,) 
and A,,,(+,.) = X,(qr) denote the eigenvalues of smallest and the largest 
algebraic value of \k, respectively. The necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the convergence of the iterative schemes (3.1), (l.l), as well as the relevant 
analysis for the selection of the optimum parameter (Y and sequences of 
parameters CY~, when the eigenvalues of qr are real can be found in [12]. It 
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should be noted here that the minimization of 
m,IF,(r)I=max 
where 
m% + A, - W/(L - &>I 
Fvb)= T,[(X,+A,)/(h,-A,)] ’ r E [A,, Ll> (3.4) 
with T, the known Chebychev polynomial of degree V, can be achieved by 
considering the constants tl, t2 such that [[r, t2] 1 [X,, X,]. Then, two 
implementations of the Chebychev procedure can be considered. The first 
corresponds to solving (Ll), and the terms of sequence ei are the reciprocals 
of the Chebychev polynomials in the interval [tl, [a] [9], while for the second 
one the well-known Stiefel scheme [15] can be used. 
Let us assume throughout this section that 
(3.5) 
and define (since L, and D, are sparse factors of L and D respectively) 
L=L,+S, and D= D,+A,. (3.6) 
A combination of the relationships (3.3), (3.6) leads to 
= Z+(L,D,LT)pl(L,D,S,T+L,A,L:+L,A,S,T+S,D,LT 
+ S,D,S,?+ S,A,L;+ $A,$?). (3.7) 
For the derivation of bounds on ]]‘k,]] we need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let H be a real n x n non-singular matrix, and M, be the 
M-condition number of H. Then, 
M; 1 
IIHp’II d ~ - 
n2 Wll’ 
(3.8) 
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Proof. It can be easily seen that for a real n x n nonsingular matrix H 
we have 
M; 1 
W’ll c llWllH-211 Q Il~l12W-1112~ = 7~9 (3.9) 
where M, = nllH(I.IIH-‘II is the Mcondition number of the matrix H [16]. n 
Note that an average value of the M-condition number of a real n X n 
matrix is given by n11210g n. 
The next lemma enables us to establish bounds for the L,-norm of ‘k,. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let ‘k, = (L,D,LT) ‘Q be the preconditioning matrix of 
the iterative scheme (3.1) with L,, D,, and !Yl as defined earlier in Section 2. 
Let m and p (p > m) be positive numbers denoting the semibandwidths of 
the n x n coefficient matrix a, and r1 E [l, m - 11, r2 E [l, p - 13 be the 
fill-in parameters of L,. Then, 
(3.10) 
where Ci”‘,Pxr) is a constant (strictly greater than 1) depending on m, p, T,, r2; 
Cl” is a constant depending on rl, r2 (independent of the mesh size h); and 
A, = Mi/n2, with M, the M-condition number of matrix Q = LDLT. 
Proof. By taking norms in (3.7) we can obtain 
+ S,D,L;+ S,D,S,T+ S,A,LT+ S,A,S,TI]. (3.11) 
Then, by using Lemma 3.1, we have 
IlS,TlI QN IlfAS,TII 
]]‘f’r]] “+ *‘IIL~II + A211L,D,L;ll + IIL,D,LTlI ’ 
(3.12) 
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where 
and 
Ai- Mj2/n2, je [W> 
with M, and M, respectively the M-condition numbers of the matrices LF 
and L,D,LT. 
Since 
IILA,L~II llL,ll#UIW~ll 1 lIArI 
IlLDrL~II ’ ‘All Lrll. ll~,ll~ llL:ll = 8, llQll ’ 
(3.14) 
where 
(3.15) 
(the remaining terms of the sum QN [cf. (3.13)] can be bounded in an 
analogous manner), the inequality (3.12) can be written as 
Ils,TlI A2 ll~rll IlArS,TlI 
ll”ll ‘l+ *'llL;ll + e, ljD,11 + llD,L;ll 
Il~rll IILL~II IIvLII IlV,~,Tll -~~ 
+ IILII + IlV,TlI + IlLPAl + *“llLQL~lI 
IlS,TlI II411 IlSrll IlG?-II 
- - - ~ 
llL:ll + IIQII + IILII + llQL’;ll 
IlLLTll II~AII Il%~,Tll ~ ___ 
+ IlV:lI + IlL~rll + IILW~II 
(3.16) 
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where 
A=max{R,,A,/e,,A,). (3.17) 
Let us assume now that the elements ]h,,,], k E [l, r,], 1 E [l, n - m + 11, 
and ltk,lI, k E [L ~1, 1 E 11, 12 - p + l] (see Section 1) are monotonically 
decreasing along each column, and let ph and pt be the ratios of the 
monotonicity, i.e., 
(3.18) 
and 
where Fi, i E [0, rl - 11, and CT, i E [0, r, - 11, are sequences of positive 
constants with &, = co* = 1, Fi > 1, i E [l, ri - 11, and c* 2 1, i E [l, rz - 11. 
Then it can be easily seen that 
2 Ih,,,l = 1+ z,p, + &$rp; + . . . 
k=l 
(3.20) 
where 
Fp3 fi ci, PE [oJ,-ll, (3.20a) 
i=O 
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c It,,,1 = c T;*Ptvl,,L 
k=l p=O 
(3.21) 
where 
It should be noted that the consideration of the parameters Fi, i E [l, ri - 11, 
and c& i E [l, r, - 11, is related to certain irregularities in the monotonicity 
behavior of the elements ]hi j] and ]ti, j] respectively (see remark in [5, p. 71) 
and enables us to proceed independently of such behavior and obtain our 
results without any loss of generality. 
In order to get bounds for the conditioning matrix ‘PT we proceed as 
follows: By the definition (3.5) we have 
llD,ll = max{ ld,l,..., ld,l,..., Id&..., V,l) 
and 
IlS,ll = mm j E [l, nl 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
]]A,]] = max{O ,..., 0, Id, - d,] ,..., Id, - d,],.. 
Note that di = di, i E [l, m - 11; see Section 2. 
(3.24) 
7 Ial - 4%l} (3.25) 
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Then, from the relationships (3.20)-(3.25) we can obtain 
= max 
I E [l, n - P + 11 
< max 
/E[l.npp+l] 
< max 
I E [I, n - p + l] 
_ 
it Ih,p-“*+ll+ 5 Itk,ll+ Igp+rLzl+ 1 
k=l k=l 
n1 - 1 p-1 
c lh.p-m+,l c It,,/1 
k = 11, ~ r, 
2 ihk,pwt,+ll 
+ 
k=ppr, 
5 It,,/1 
k=l k=l 
c Ihk,p-m+d - c bk,p-m+ll c It,,,1 - c it,,,1 
k=l k=l 
+ 
k=l k=l 
r1 
and 
An analogous relationship to (3.26) can be also obtained 
Il4wllm. 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
for the ratio 
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A combination of (3.16) and (3.26), (3.27) leads to 
<-1+2Aa “+E +q, 
i 1 r1 52 
(3.28) 
where 
q=A 
i 
Il~,~,~,TII IW,TlI IILL:II IIVLII 
IIL~XII + IlQm + IIWII + lW,Qll 
(3.29) 
and u is a positive constant depending on Ei and CT; cf. (3.20), (3.21). The 
far-right inequality in (3.28) can be easily verified by induction recalling that 
rr E [l, m - l] and rz E [l, p - 11. 
Then, by defining 
from the relationships (3.28), (3.30) we get 
0 < ]]‘k,]] Q - 1+2CJ,~9.‘), (3.31) 
where C,.$“‘,p,“) is a constant strictly greater than 1 depending on m, p, rl, 
and r,. 
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In order to obtain a lower bound for l\‘k,\l from (3.3), (3.6) we write 
q,= [(L-S,)(D-A,)(LT-ST)] -kDLT 
= LDLT+ LA,&?+ S,DSf+ S,A,L; I 
-( LDS,T+LA,LT+S,DLT+ $A,$?)]- 'LDLT. (3.32) 
Then, by taking norms in (3.32) and using Lemma 3.1, we obtain 
1 
’ M,2 IIZII ’ 
(3.33) 
-~ 
n2 IILDLTl) 
where 
or equivalently 
1 1 
Il’kAl 2 * IIZII > 11 IjLDLT+ LA,S,T+ &OS,?+ S,A,L;Ij 
’ IILDLTll O lW-‘LTll 
1 1 
>,- 
A0 IW,TlI + IlSrll IlS,TlI IlVrL~lI ’ 
(3.35) 
llDLTll II-VI IILTII + lPLTll 
where A, = M,f/n2, with MO the M-condition number of LDLT and 8, = 
IILDLTII/IILII llDllllLTll < 1. Then,by defining 
o < J_ IW,TlI + lISAI lS,TlI 
i ’ 00 IIDLTll IILII lILTI 
+ IlVrLTlI ~ ccrj 
llLDLTll ' ' 
(3.36) 
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where Clr) is a constant depending on rr, rs (independent of the mesh size 
h), the inequalities (3.35), (3.36) yield 
(3.37) 
and from (3.31) and (3.37) the result (3.10) follows. W 
A lower bound for h,,(\k,) [an upper bound for A,,,,,( ‘k,) can be 
obtained from 
cf. (3.31)], we observe that 
1 1 1 
hmin(\k,)= max(l/A(\k,)) = max(h(*,-‘)) ‘m’ (3’38) 
where X(9,) denotes any eigenvahre of ‘k,. Then, by using Lemma 3.1, we 
obtain 
where A.r, = M2/n2, with M the Mcondition number of ‘k,. From (3.37) 
(3.39) we get 
(3.40) 
Let us consider now the positive numbers ,$r, Es such that 
1 1 
Es,< --1+2C~‘“~P~‘) and Er>-- 
h,A, 1+c,’ 
(3.41) 
where C, (C, 2 Ci’)) is a constant independent of h and rr, r,. Then, 
assuming that a uniform volumetric network of mesh size h is superimposed 
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over a cube, i.e. h- ’ = m = (p - 1)1/2 + 1, it can be readily seen from (3.28) 
that 
E2 = L,x(w G Wrll < -1+2Aa(h-1r1P1+hP2r2-1)+q, (3.42) 
[where A and 4 are defined in (3.17) and (3.29) respectively], which can be 
equivalently written as 
.$2=O(hP1(r,1+hP1r,-1)). (3.43) 
Recalling that f = O(6) iff for some constants k > 0 and 6, > 0, we have 
It should be noted that the behavior of the values of Cl’), Ci”*,p, ‘) in 
connection with the inequalities (3.40), (3.41) is closely related to the eigen- 
value-bound distribution for the 3D-model problem (i.e. the Laplace equation 
in the unit cube with zero boundary values) as rl + m - 1 and rZ + p - 1. 
Thus the following theorem on the rate of convergence of the nonstationary 
implicit iterative scheme (1.1) can be stated: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let LDLT and L,D,LT be positive definite matrices as 
defined in Section 2. Suppose that there exist positive numbers El, t2 such 
that 
( LDLTu,u) 
( L,D,L;u,u 
) E [& [,I vuzo, (3.44) 
where El is independent of h and [2=O(hP1r;1+ hP2rL1). Then, the 
number of iterations of the iterative scheme 
( LrDrLT)ui+l= (L,D,L;)u, - ai(s - au,), i > 0, (3.45) 
required to reduce the L,-norm of the error by a factor E > 0 for proper values 
of { ai }, i = 1,2,. . . , v - 1, is given by 
0( h-1/2r,1/2rL1/2( r2 + h-1rl)1’2 log e-l). (3.46) 
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Furthermore, the total number of arithmetic operations required for the 
calculation of the solution U, is given by 
O(h-7/“(rl+ r,)(r,+ h-1r,)1’2r,1/2r~‘/210gE-1j. (3.47) 
Proof. From the hypothesis of the theorem the convergence factor 
becomes 
El+<2 2 -= 
E2 - ‘t1 l+ (E2/5J - 1 
= 1 + 0( hr,r,( r, + h lrl) 
1 
1. (3.48) 
The maximum absolute value of the polynomial 
[5r, E21, is given by 
F,(x) of degree v on 
-1 
(3.49) 
where TV is the known Chebychev polynomial of degree v, i.e. 
T,(r)= cosh(vcosh-‘x), cash-‘x=log[x+(x2- 1)1’2], x>l. 
Then, the number of iterations of the iterative scheme (3.45) required to make 
(3.49) less than E > 0 is given by 
v=O h-1/2r-1/2rz1/2(r2+h-1rl)1’210gE~1). 
( 1 
Since each iteration requires 0( h-3(rl + r2)) arithmetic operations to be 
carried out, we conclude that the total number of arithmetic operations 
involved in the determination of u, is given by 
The author wishes to thank the referee for constructive suggestions and 
criticisms. 
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